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Abstract—  Interaction among human being is a natural, automatic and continuous process. This mode of interaction may 
be verbal or non-verbal. Major research is going on human emotions based on face, voice, gesture and text. Facial 
Expressions play a vital role in recognizing the human emotions without any delay, hindrance, effort and verbal 
communication. But machine-controlled expression recognition is still a challenging and  complex task; specially its 
applications to real world. These complexities vary from pose,  inclination, illumination, occlusion to noise present within 
the still images and video images.  Researchers are trying to implement Facial Expression Recognition System (FERS) in 
many  fields like education, social media, medical, online game, mobile, transportation, robots, surveillance system, 
customer care center etc. But the question is always raised in terms of extremely reliable and accurate performance. This 
paper is an attempt to make an in-depth  and thorough study on the various methodologies implemented from the inception, 
till date.  
  
Index Terms—  Expression recognition,  Face recognition, Human Computer Interaction.  
  
I.  INTRODUCTION  
 
Facial Expression Recognition System  (FERS)  is 
one kind of cognitive model. A model where brain 
can be connected to a machine and cognitive  
behaviors, emotions are performed by the machine. 
According to the researchers and psychologist there 
are more than 300 emotions. There are seven basic 
universal expressions of emotion; disgust, fear, anger,  
contempt, sadness, surprise and happiness. These are 
also  referred to as archetypal emotions. There are  
various ways to recognize these emotions like 
electroencephalogram(EEG), electrodermal activity, 
cardiovascular signals, speech, body language, facial 
expressions. Among all, facial expressions play vital  
role  in emotion recognition. Preliminary work 
around facial expression recognition system started in 
the mid  1960’s. But researchers are unsuccessful to 
identify impulsive emotions in real world 
applications. These  failures are mainly affected by 
three critical conditions; variation in illumination, 
occluded face and different  pose. In recent  
years, research work has been done on facial 
expression recognition by machines to a great extent. 
Researchers are able to apply the facial expression 
recognition system on impulsive expressions as well 
as in real time automatically.  
With the increasing interest and attention in human-
machine interaction people are trying implementing 
facial expression system in the field of security, 
education, medical, game, monitoring, law, 
marketing, entertainment etc. In medical field 
applications where it can be promisingly used  are 
monitoring patient's emotion, in rehabilitation, 
treatment satisfaction, autism and music therapy. In 
the  field of education applications based on online 
tutorials and classroom environment for evaluating 
state of  learner, method of learning, increasing 

positive attitude of learning, more synergistic and 
effective and to draw a feedback. To reduce the road 
accident, detect the driver's status and alert other cars 
and warn the driver on any offense . Monitoring 
user's emotion while transaction of money from 
ATM, video chatting. In marketing, impact of 
advertisement, customer satisfaction in purchasing. 
Pride, embarrassment, guilt, shame,  stress are some 
complex emotions which are intricate to recognize. 
This paper focuses only on basic  emotions of 
emotional intelligence. From faces, facial expression 
recognition system are usually built in 2-D  or 3-D 
platform. In 2-D, the person to be identified must be 
facing the camera. i.e. frontal view or no more  than 
35 degrees deviation for getting the accurate 
identification. But in 3-D, more accuracy can be 
obtained even if it is 90 degrees turn away from the 
camera. There are three essential stages in facial 
expression  recognition; pre-processing, feature 
points extraction and classification. There are various 
techniques  involved in these stages. This paper 
describes and compares various applications of facial 
expression recognition system in practical turf.  
  
II.  RELATED WORK  
 
Facial expression recognition system is a nascent 
field in recent research world. There are lots of scope 
for improvisation and new applications in this field. 
In expression recognition system, facial expression is 
constricted to basic emotions. But  people possess 
and communicate a wide range of expressions and  
cognitive mental states. Rana El Kaliouby and Peter 
Robinson developed an automated mind-reading 
system  for identifying complex mental states based 
on facial expressions and head gestures. The  system 
evaluates machine's accuracy and real-time 
performance for six classes of complex mental states-
agreeing,  concentrating, disagreeing, interested, 
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thinking and unsure  [1]. But the most challenging 
task is to acquire the  exact expression. Several 
factors like presence of different pose of angle,  
lighting conditions, facial hair,  glasses etc. increases 
the complexity of the system. Preprocessing 
techniques are required to apply on input  images 
which lead to a better accuracy. Before facial feature 
points extraction, image preprocessing techniques 
like DCT normalization, histogram equalization, rank 
normalization are applied on input images  to reduce 
noises and unwanted information from images  [2]. 
After extraction of feature points, there are techniques  
like Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support 
Vector Machine (SVM), Adaboost for  classification 
of expression  [3]. There are different types neural 
networks based on supervised and  unsupervised 
learning-  Radial Basis Function Neural Network, 
Probabilistic  Neural Network,  Backpropagation 
network, General Regression Neural Network, 
Functional Link Neural Network, Adaptive resonance 
theory model, Kohonen’s self-organizing map, 
Neocognitron model  [4]. With the exploding  
popularity of facial expression recognition real world 
applications are also increasing. Applications are  
generally based on still images, existing video 
database and real-time video stream. Some 
application are  limited or restricted with some 
specific databases. Facial Action Coding System  
(FACS), is the process  associated with changes of 
actions of the muscles of faces that produce them. 
This automatic assessment of  emotions play vital 
role in fields such as aircraft and air traffic control, 
space flight and nuclear plant surveillance, or simply 
driving a ground vehicle like a truck, train, or car 
with appropriate alarm system. Monitoring and 
interpreting facial signals can also furnish crucial 
information towards lawyers, police,  security, and 
intelligence agents regarding deceit and noesis  [5]. 
Some other important applications are to  
automatically distinguish between real from faked 
expressions of pain, detection of driver's tiredness or 
drowsiness, high and low level stress; automated 
feedback system by the student for intelligent tutoring  
method, quantifying children with autism and 
reducing deficit severity, detection of psychiatric 
disorders,  make possible of dynamic facial behavior  
[6]. Another implementation of FERS is development 
of personalised affective video summarisation  
based on facial expressions (FX) of viewers using a 
conventional webcam. It propose a affective 
summarisation model based on personal highlights of 
videos that vary across  viewers  [7]. Intel proposed a 
SDK  (Software Development Kit) for facial 
expression recognition. With the Intel® RealSense™ 
SDK, it is accessible to robust, natural human-
computer interaction (HCI) algorithms. Windows 
desktop applications can be created by user with 
some new and interesting experience [8].  
  
III. MOTIVATION  

 
The expression recognition system  has been a 
momentous field in human-computer interaction. 
Though it is considerably a challenging field to make 
a system intelligent that is able to identify and 
understand human expression for various vital 
purposes (e.g. security, society, entertainment), but 
more research work has been  done and going on, to 
produce an accurate and effective expression 
recognition system. Expression  recognition system 
can be classified into facial emotion recognition and 
speech emotion recognition. The  proposed survey 
makes major part in implementing facial expression 
recognition and adaptation in real time.  Research is 
always fruitful if and only if it is beneficial to the 
society and in turn to the people. The  expression 
recognition plays a crucial role in the development of 
vision based systems in one’s daily life. It  has been 
successful in leaving a mark on security and 
surveillance, medical, education, advertisement,  
games. With increasing interaction between humans 
and the machine it follows a continuous line of  
investigation; besides, it can develop the 
communication interface of robots.  
  
IV. PROBLEM DOMAIN  
 
According to ACM (The Association for Computing 
Machinery) SIGCHI (Special Interest Group on 
Computer Human Interaction) the definition of HCI 
is “Human computer interaction is a discipline 
concerned with the design, evaluation and 
implementation of interactive computing systems for 
human use and with the study of major phenomena 
surrounding them”. Human communication reckon 
sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell. But  it is not 
harmonious to work with the communication between 
human and computers as a machine is involved. HCI 
includes different aspects of interaction like 
technological, methodological and conceptual. From 
every aspect, new techniques and interactive devices 
are being explored; among them one of the most 
popular areas is visualization that comes under the 
field of image processing. Image processing is a 
processing technique that converts an input image to 
an output image of better quality or as per the 
requirement i.e. obtains an image in the readable 
format. Facial images comprise of lots of emotions 
and expressions. Again these expressions are further 
classified into two classes-basic and complex. 
Automatically detection of face and facial expression 
by  a machine is considerably known as facial 
expression recognition system. This is the most 
challenging task to bring this human-machine 
recognition system into practical life with a wide 
range of potential applications for commercial, 
security, medical, education, entertainment and 
forensic purposes.  
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Fig. 1. Problem identification area 

  
V.  COLLATION OF RELATED WORK  
  
There is been only a handful of people who are 
working in this area. The table below explains 
elaborately the methodology used by them and the  
framework. It is an exhaustive collation of work from 
1999 to 2014.  
  
Table. I. Collation of Real-World applications – 
Paper 1  

 
Table. II. Collation of Real-World applications–Paper 
2  

 

 
 
Table III. Collation of Real-World applications–Paper 
3  
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Table.  XIII. Collation of Real-World applications – 
Paper 13 

 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
With acceleratory interaction between  humans and 
the machine it follows a continuous line of 
investigation. This paper has explored all the avenues 
based on real-world applications. Most of the 
research work are based on further improvement of 
existing methods and techniques. There are very few 
work that has been done based on real-world 
applications. It is very challenging task to develop an 
automatic system that can perform in real-time 
because of lots of disturbance and noise like low 
resolution, head position,  mixed expressions, etc. 
Real-World applications wrap the fields of health, 
education, security, entertainment, social concern, 
mobile application, transportation. Computer 
Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT), which 
require a fully automated facial expression 
recognition system that operates in real-time. This  
broad concept is used in real-time robot also. Facial 
expression recognition system will lead to a smart 
world with advanced technologies.   
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